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Abstract
Phytopathometry can be defined as the branch of plant pathology (phytopathology) that is concerned with estimation or mea-
surement of the amount of plant disease expressed by symptoms of disease or signs of a pathogen on a single or group of
specimens. Phytopathometry is critical for many reasons, including analyzing yield loss due to disease, breeding for disease
resistance, evaluating and comparing disease control methods, understanding coevolution, and studying disease epidemiology
and pathogen ecology. Phytopathometry underpins all activities in plant pathology and extends into related disciplines, such as
agronomy, horticulture, and plant breeding. Considering this central role, phytopathometry warrants status as a formally recog-
nized branch of plant pathology. The glossary defines terms and concepts used in phytopathometry based on disease symptoms
or visible pathogen structures and includes those terms commonly used in the visual estimation of disease severity and sensor-
based methods of disease measurement. Relevant terms from the intersecting disciplines of measurement science, statistics,
psychophysics, robotics, and artificial intelligence are also included. In particular, a new, broader definition is proposed for
“disease severity,” and the terms “disease measurement” and “disease estimate” are specifically defined. It is hoped that the
glossary contributes to a more unified cross-discipline approach to research in, and application of the tools available to
phytopathometry.
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Introduction

The two synonymous terms “plant pathometry” or
“phytopathometry” were first coined by Large (1953, 1966).
Phytopathometry as defined byNutter et al. (1991) equates with
“disease assessment” and is the branch of the discipline of
phytopathology that deals with estimation or measurement of
the amount of plant disease (broadly encompassing detection,
identification, and quantification). Large (1953) stated, “At this
point what we have been calling ‘disease measurement’ or ‘dis-
ease assessment’ enters a new phase. It becomes a systematized
and specialized method of mensuration with a derived super-
structure. In short, it becomes a branch of plant pathological
science, and I think it deserves a better name. The name that I
would now, and hereby, propose for it is ‘Plant Pathometry’,
from pathos, disease or suffering, and metron, measure.” In the
article, Large provides examples (including late blight of potato
and choke of cocksfoot) where the new science of
phytopathometry was a basis for obtaining valuable informa-
tion from plant disease surveys. Thus, phytopathometry may be
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considered the branch of the discipline of phytopathology con-
cerned with the detection, identification, and quantification of
disease symptoms or signs of a pathogen.

Large (1966) stated and Gregory (1982) reiterated five re-
quirements of disease measurement in relation to yield loss
analyses: (1) a description of the morphology and develop-
ment of the healthy crop; (2) a study of the course of the
disease on plants in the field; (3) preparing standard area dia-
grams for detailed assessment of disease intensity, followed
later by a simplified field assessment key (or field key) for
field use (a field key was defined as an aid for the rapid visual
assessment of leaf disease on whole plants or plots, or specific
sampling areas (Large 1966)); (4) conducting field trials over
a number of years, assessing disease progress using a field key
for the disease assessments, and recording yields of plots with
uncontrolled infection compared with plots kept free from
disease; and finally (5) use of the disease progress curves to
select particular assessment points (host growth stages) that
will define severity in relation to loss of yield.

Most certainly, requirements 1 to 3 are foundational to
phytopathometry (the healthy state must be known, ranges
in disease symptoms understood, and diagrams, field keys,
or other methods developed to aid assessments). However,
requirements 4 and 5 are related to the analysis of the
disease assessment results specifically in relation to crop loss
assessment . Disease intens i ty data are used for
epidemiological studies and are the basis for deriving yield
loss models. The tactical view of phytopathometry described
by Large (1966) and reiterated by Gregory (1982) could be
considered an expanded view as it encompasses yield loss.
However, Large (1966) also states, “Disease measurement is
often regarded as a synonym for ‘estimation of losses,’ but this
is misleading.” And Large further states, “The main purpose
of work on disease measurement is to improve all plant dis-
ease recording or reporting, by making it not only qualitative
but also much more quantitative.” Furthermore, plant disease
quantification is vital for a myriad of reasons, including un-
derstanding the impact of disease on yield, breeding for plant
disease resistance, evaluating and comparing disease control
methods, understanding coevolution of plant and pathogen
populations, and studying disease epidemiology and pathogen
ecology (Madden et al. 2007; Bock et al. 2010, 2016). It
underpins all activities within our discipline and extends into
related ones, such as agronomy, horticulture, and plant breed-
ing. Sensu lato, phytopathometry might include measurement
of the quantity of the pathogen in the host using molecular
methods (but not, for example, measurements of the pathogen
propagules in the air or soil), but we have chosen not to in-
clude molecular methods in this glossary, instead choosing to
restrict the glossary to the more traditional definition of dis-
ease measurement based on symptoms or visible pathogen
structures. Recently, a range of automated sensor-based digital
technologies have been developed and are being adapted for

use in phytopathometry (Bock et al. 2020; Mahlein 2016).
Nonetheless, many of the same terms and concepts are iden-
tical and appropriate regardless of the methods used.

“Plant disease assessment” or phytopathometry is generally
a section (within a chapter on another topic) in plant pathology
textbooks as it is a key method used in many plant patholog-
ical studies (Agrios 2005; Lucas 2002; Tronsmo et al. 2020).
Since ca. 1970, phytopathometry has been closely associated
with botanical epidemiology given its strong quantitative
component; and thus, phytopathometry has been a branch of
plant pathology typically, but not exclusively, studied by plant
disease epidemiologists. As with textbooks on plant patholo-
gy, plant disease assessment is commonly a chapter or section
within reference or teaching texts on plant disease epidemiol-
ogy (Cooke et al. 2006; Madden et al. 2007). Although epi-
demiologists have been at the forefront of the research related
to phytopathometry, particularly related to the development
and evaluation of methods, phytopathometry is, as noted, crit-
ical to many other plant pathology-related areas of science.

Based on the history of phytopathometry, its application,
and the statements quoted from Large (1966), we contend that
phytopathometry is concerned with the science of the mea-
surement of plant disease. But phytopathometry is not subser-
vient to the branches of epidemiology or yield loss, although it
provides a critical service to these and other branches of plant
pathology, as well as other disciplines. Thus, we aim to
formulate this glossary to embrace phytopathometry as a
distinct branch of plant pathology as Large (1953) suggested
and that relates to all applications where disease is quantified
(Fig. 1). We therefore envision phytopathometry at the over-
lapping intersection of plant pathology and measurement sci-
ence but interfacing closely with three other research disci-
plines: imaging and sensing technology, psychophysics, sta-
tistics, and being an important resource to other disciplines
that interface with phytopathology (Fig. 1).

Disease quantification has historically been performed vi-
sually or by means of an instrument, hence the use of the two
terms: “estimate” (visual) or “measurement” (instrument or
sensor based). The significant advances in both imaging and
remote sensing technologies in the last two decades have di-
rectly impacted phytopathometry and its associated terms and
concepts. Sensing technologies and image analysis have made
substantial advances, and artificial intelligence has recently
opened new horizons for phytopathometry, especially for
obtaining objective measures of the quantity of plant disease.
It has been 20 years since there was a glossary of terms and
concepts used in phytopathometry (Nutter 2001), which was
based on a similar sentinel work 10 years earlier (Nutter et al.
1991). The 1991 glossary was proposed after the first phase of
quantitative research on plant disease assessment (1970 to
1990). It also presented concepts and terms from the perspec-
tive of quantifying crop loss and did not consider the many
other purposes of disease quantification which are also critical.
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Thus, included herein are new terms (with respect to those de-
fined in Nutter et al. (1991)), including many from imaging,
sensing technology and artificial intelligence, and, more broadly,
statistics and measurement science. We have also refined defini-
tions or updated our understanding of some terms as used in plant
disease assessment (Everitt 1998;Madden et al. 2007; Bock et al.
2010, 2016, 2020; Chiang et al. 2020). A call for enhanced
dialogue between plant pathologists and remote sensing re-
searcherswasmade recently (Heim et al. 2019), which is justified
given the explosion in the number of applications of remote
sensing and artificial intelligence to detect or measure plant dis-
eases in the last 5 years (Bock et al. 2020). Indeed, the path to
success in sensor-based phytopathometry is transdisciplinary re-
search among plant pathologists, electrical engineers, agrono-
mists, and informatics specialists (Mahlein 2016).

Before providing the updated and revised list of concepts and
definitions, there are two terms that need to be clearly defined,
with rationale, as they are so pivotal to phytopathometry and the
practice of plant pathology. The first is “disease measurement.”
Historically, this has referred to visual estimates of plant disease
(Large 1966). However, with the advent of sensor-based tech-
nology, the disease can now be actually and accurately measured
based on pixels or wave bands with healthy or diseased charac-
teristics. Thus, we contend that disease measurement refers to
those assessments made only using sensors and may refer to
the number of individuals diseased, counts of a disease symptom
on an organ, or the proportional quantity of disease on an indi-
vidual specimen. In contrast, a “disease estimate” is one obtained
through visual disease assessment, most commonly referring to
estimates of the proportional quantity of disease on a specimen
(but could be count-based data). The second term requiring dis-
cussion is “disease severity.” Here, we define disease severity as

the “degree to which a specimen (plant or plant part) is diseased.
Severity may be described quantitatively on a scale (for example,
lesion length in mm, or area diseased in mm2) or as a proportion
of the unit area diseased (commonly a percentage), as counts
of the number of lesions present, or as a ranked numeric order
(i) based on intervals of the percentage scale, or (ii) based on
descriptions of symptoms in a progression from mild to severe
(as applicable for many systemic diseases)” (Fig. 2). This defini-
tion differs from most prior definitions that described severity
purely on the basis of the proportion of the specimen area dis-
eased— but many plant diseases show degrees of severity with-
out an easily defined area affected (as noted, many systemic
diseases). Thus, severity is broadened to be applicable to almost
all plant diseases where it can be rated quantitatively using ordi-
nal or ratio scales, and not solely in the narrow sense of propor-
tion (or percentage) of area diseased as defined by Nutter et al.

Fig. 1 Interrelation of various
disciplines comprising
phytopathometry at the
intersection of plant pathology,
measurement science,
psychophysics, imaging and
sensor technology (including
artificial intelligence and
robotics), and statistics

Fig. 2 The updated concept and definition of plant disease severity to
encompass the original definition (percentage area diseased, Nutter et al.
1991), and the metrics of lesion counts or density, and ordinal scale-based
measurements using classes based on either interval of the percentage
scale or descriptions of symptoms as defined in this article
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(1991). Precedent also encourages the definition of severity to be
revisited and broadened to provide a terminus communis to
metrics of disease quantification on a specimen. Thus, Seem
(1984) referred to disease density (i.e., lesions per leaf) as a form
of severity, although McRoberts et al. (2003) acknowledged this
was not the intended definition of Nutter et al. (1991), and de-
cided to use density as a separate measure. We assert that lesion
counts (or density) are indeed one of the metrics of severity. A
perusal of the plant pathology literature will demonstrate that
many authors already use these various metrics as measures of
severity as described in numerous journal articles. For example,
Pethybridge et al. (2020) and Cowling and Gilchrist (1980) re-
ferred to lesion counts as disease severity — the latter authors
also used lesion size as a measure of severity. Quantitative ordi-
nal scales based on intervals of the percentage scale to determine
quantity of disease are well known and widely used, with the
stated purpose of rating disease severity (Horsfall and Barratt
1945; Kousik et al. 2018; Urrea and Harveson 2014).
Similarly, qualitative or descriptive ordinal scales are used for
many diseases where diseased area estimates are not possible,
including many systemic and viral diseases — in the literature,
the rating has often been described as a disease severity metric
(Gottwald et al. 1989; Ling and Scott 2007; Pascual et al. 2010;
Cook et al. 2020; Wang et al. 2020). And there are many exam-
ples of the percentage scale being used to estimate disease sever-
ity, in accordance with the original and narrow definition of the
previous studies (Nutter et al. 1991; Colson et al. 2003; Scherm
et al. 2009; Bock et al. 2017). The fact that so many studies have
used the term “severity” to describe the full range of metrics
quantifying disease on an individual specimen suggests that the
terms need redefining to allow plant pathologists to describe the
quantity of disease on a specimen generically as “disease sever-
ity” without having to resort to semantic gymnastics.

In addition, a review of the definitions for disease intensity,
prevalence, and incidence (all of which remain unchanged) will
augment the rationale for the case (for the relationships among
these, see Fig. 3). We argue that broadening the term “disease
severity” to include all metrics that can be used to rate a disease
quantitatively using a numeric scale has many practical advan-
tages. Finally, many terms here are defined specifically as they
are used in phytopathometry and in some cases (e.g., incidence)
may have different meanings in other disciplines.

The terms and concepts defined subsequently are from a
broad range of sources, but most notably, they stem from
those initially defined by Nutter et al. (1991) and from
Nutter (2001), D'Arcy et al. (2001), Madden et al. (2007),
Bock et al. (2010), and Bock et al. (2016). Other sentinel
references are included (Everitt 1998; Nutter et al. 2006;
McRoberts et al. 2003; Behmann et al. 2015; Del Ponte
et al. 2017; Paulus and Mahlein 2020; Paulus 2019). The
Special Topic article of Nutter et al. (1991) was the outcome
of a subcommittee that was appointed by the Plant Disease
Losses Committee of the American Phytopathological

Society. The list of terms that we present in this glossary
was compiled by the authors without specific societal author-
ity but with the common purpose of bringing together in a
single source, an updated and comprehensive (as of 2021) list
of terms, definitions, and concepts currently used or making
debuts in phytopathometry. This glossary includes 128 terms,
which is an increment compared to the original glossary
(Nutter et al. 1991) that had 58 terms and which included
terms and concepts related to yield loss measurement.
Finally, usage in the historic literature may vary depending
on era and subdiscipline. Therefore, care should be taken
when using terms, and we encourage their context definition
when used in individual studies. We are strong proponents of
including operational definitions for technical terms being
used in any study so that readers can clearly understand how
the term is applied in specific situations.

Terms and concepts

Absolute error: the difference between the measured or esti-
mated disease severity and the actual value.

Accuracy: closeness of an estimate or measurement to the
assumed “gold standard,” real, actual, or true value. Compare
to agreement.

Actual value of severity: the most accurately determined
value for severity of disease on a specimen against which
other measurements, estimates, or predictions are compared
(see also true values, “gold standard,” and ground truthing).

Adequate sample size: the number of samples (fields,
plants, plant parts, in some cases inoculum of the pathogen)
needed to ensure a desired level of accuracy.

Agreement: closeness (or concordance) of two estimates or
measurements (same entity, attribute, or outcome and on the
same scale) to one another. In cases where one is the assumed
actual value, agreement equals accuracy (in other situations
where the actual value is not concerned, it is a metric of reli-
ability). Agreement is quantified via different methods de-
pending on the variable type: categorical (nominal or ordinal)
or continuous.

Algorithm: a finite sequence of well-defined, computer-
implementable instructions that are typically used to solve a
class of problems or to perform a computation.

Annotation: the process of adding metadata to a dataset
such as when assigning healthy or diseased pixels in a training
dataset to the respective class (see training data, see class).
This is typically performed manually by human specialists
making use of image analysis software.

Artificial intelligence (AI) (as applied to phytopathometry):
a computational data-driven approach capable of performing
tasks that normally require human intelligence to indepen-
dently detect, classify, or measure plant disease development,
symptoms, and effects on plants. Usually applied in
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conjunction with the use of imaging sensors. See deep learn-
ing and machine learning.

Assessment (disease assessment): the physical process or
activity of detecting and quantifying disease— either severity,
incidence, or prevalence.

Assessment key: see standard area diagram (the term has
been used very rarely to refer to a field assessment key as
well).

Assessment protocol: an operational description of how
disease intensity in a population will be evaluated.

Assessor: see rater.
Bias: the tendency to overestimate or underestimate disease

severity. Bias may be associated with measurement, termed
systematic or constant (see systematic bias and constant bias),
or with sampling if the sample collected is not representative
of the population. In machine learning, data distributions
found in the training and test datasets can lead to bias in AI.

Binary: numerical notation of two bases; binary classifica-
tion typically denotes a simple differentiation of diseased and
healthy regardless of the method used during assessment.

Census: when all sampling units within a population (both
as operationally defined) are assessed.

Chlorophyll fluorescence: re-emitted signal of incoming
light by chlorophyll molecules. Can be measured by imaging
and non-imaging fluorescence sensors and provides informa-
tion on a pathogen’s effect on photosynthesis.

Chlorosis: fading of typical green plant color to light green,
yellow, or white due to reduction in chlorophyll density, gen-
erally caused by disease or abiotic stresses. Also, see necrosis.

Class (disease class): the numeric value representing a
range in disease severity or a progression in symptom severity
development (also, see grade; see ordinal scales).

Class (machine learning): a group of sample data with the
same semantic (belonging), the classification belongs to su-
pervised machine learning and predicts the class of data points
based on training data.

Color transformation: a change in the coordinate system
(color space) used to represent colors, usually applied to high-
light certain features in a digital image.

Concordance: see agreement.
Confidence interval (CI): a confidence interval for a popula-

tion sample statistic (e.g., the mean value) that provides an esti-
mate of reliability. The CI represents the range of values for that
population sample statistic for which the difference between the
statistic and an observed estimate is not significant at the 5%
level using a 95% interval corresponding to a P value = 0.05.

Constant bias: the overestimation or underestimation of
disease severity is a constant regardless of magnitude of the
actual values.

Convolutional neural network (CNN): the most common
class of deep neural networks used in deep learning; this type
of architecture can be a regularized version of multilayer
perceptrons (models devised to represent or simulate the abil-
ity of the brain to recognize and discriminate), thus being
more robust to overfitting.

Correlation: the presence of an association between two
different measures or variables. Correlation is not synony-
mous with agreement. Two sets of observations, which are
highly correlated, may have poor agreement; however, if the
two sets of values agree, they will surely be highly correlated.
Compare to the concordance correlation coefficient.

Count (disease count or lesion count): the number of le-
sions per plant, plant organ, or unit area (one of the ways in
which plant disease severity may be quantified).

Fig. 3 The relationships between
plant disease intensity,
prevalence, incidence, and
severity based on the concepts
and definitions in this article
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Cross-validation: a technique often used to assess the gen-
eralization capability of a model. In k-fold cross-validation, a
given dataset is divided into k subsets, from which one is
retained for testing and the remainder k-1 subsets are used
for training. The process is repeated k times (folds), always
using a different subset for testing.

Data fusion: the process in which different types of data are
combined in order to provide results that could not be
achieved using single data sources (e.g., combining images
and meteorological data to provide accurate detection of a
specific disease).

Deep learning: a special case of the machine learning mod-
el that utilizes artificial neural networks that abstract basic
parameters about the data and subsequently train the computer
to learn by recognizing patterns using many layers of process-
ing, in this case, to detect or measure plant disease. Deep
learning is appropriate for large datasets with complex fea-
tures and where there are unknown relationships within the
data (see artificial intelligence, machine learning, supervised
learning, and unsupervised learning).

Density (disease density, lesion density): a measure of dis-
ease severity. Disease counts may be referred to as disease
density because the counts are expressed relative to an organ;
incidence, percent severity, and counts may all be expressed
as densities based on quantity of disease per unit area (e.g., per
unit area of crop).

Destructive sampling: sampling whereby the sampling unit
is removed from the population, with the sampling unit being
used to obtain disease or pathogen measurements.

Detection (disease detection): determination that disease is
present on a specimen without quantification of disease inten-
sity. May be visual or sensor based (or by molecular means).

Detection accuracy: in sensor-based systems, detection ac-

curacy is defined as true positiveþtrue negative
total sample nð Þ . It is important to

note that the accuracy defined here is different from accuracy
as described in measurement science or as defined in statistics.

Detection assay: an assay to determine whether some bio-
logical entity of interest is present in a sampling unit.

Detection threshold: the minimum quantity of disease or
pathogen intensity (prevalence, incidence, severity) needed
for a rater, machine, or protocol to accurately detect the pres-
ence of a disease or pathogen.

Diagrammatic key: see standard area diagram.
Diagrammatic scale: see standard area diagram.
Disease app: an interactive device-based application using

image analysis to aid disease assessment and that may also
measure the symptomatic area caused as a result of infection
by a plant pathogen.

Disease diagram: a pictorial or graphical representation,
usually a drawing, of a specimen with symptoms where the
relative area affected is unknown. Compare to the standard
area diagram.

Disease severity index: a disease severity index (DSI) is
calculated based on the frequency of estimates of classes on
an ordinal scale in the sampling units. There are variations on
the theme, but often DSIs are calculated as DSI = (Σ(class
frequency × score of rating class))/((total number of observa-
tions) × (maximal disease index)) × 100. Also, see ordinal
scales and infection index.

Disease: the abnormal functioning of an organism, often
manifested by visible symptoms which can be quantified. The
cause may be biotic (caused by a pathogen) or abiotic (caused
by a nutrient deficiency or toxicity). In phytopathometry, the
cause of disease is biotic due to pathogenic microorganisms.

Distribution map: spatial distribution of a disease within a
crop stand or field (see mapping).

Drone: See unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV).
Early detection: assessment of diseases by sensors (or mo-

lecular methods) before symptoms are visible to the naked
eye.

Estimate (or estimation): a visual raters’ quantitative
(numeric) approximation of the presumed actual disease se-
verity (measured using a standard method, for example, red–
green–blue (RGB) image analysis) on a specimen (compare to
measurement).

Feature:measurement of a specific property of a data sam-
ple. It can be a color, texture, shape, reflectance intensity,
index values, or spatial information.

Field assessment key (or field key): a rating scale to facili-
tate the rapid assessment of disease in defined crop plantings
(plots or fields) rather than on individual plants or plant or-
gans. Quantities may be based on numeric or qualitative de-
scriptors or a combination based on the perception of disease
at that spatial scale.

Forensic sampling: the act, process, or technique of
selecting an appropriate sample relating to the use of science
or technology in the investigation and establishment of facts
or evidence in a court of law.

Geometric three-dimensional (3D) sensor: 3D sensors
measure the geometric surface of objects spatially, resulting
in a 3D point cloud. This can be used to extract size and
growth parameters of plants and plant organs. See light detec-
tion and ranging (LiDAR).

Geometry: shape properties of a specimen expressed as
position and relation of points, lines, and surfaces in a tridi-
mensional space. Object geometry has a marked effect on
disease assessment by sensors, emphasizing the need for im-
aging setups to include sensors for geometry and reflectance.
Geometry can be measured using images in two dimensions
(shape) or by using three-dimensional measuring devices.

Gold standard: see actual value.
Grade: see class.
Ground truthing: the term used in most sensor-based stud-

ies where the sensor-based measurements are compared to the
assumed actual values (see actual value) or reference data.
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Growth stage key: a descriptive or pictorial representation
of specific crop growth (or developmental) stages, commonly
used as a phenologic reference to when disease assessments
were conducted.

High-throughput screening: systematic, automated, and
noninvasive assessment of plant traits or diseases for a large
number of genotypes.

Hue, saturation, and intensity (HSI) color model: repre-
sents every color in red–green–blue (RGB) color space with
three components, namely, hue, saturation, and intensity. Hue
describes the color in the form of an angle (0 to 360°); satu-
ration describes howmuch the color is diluted with white light
(0 to 1), and intensity ranges from white to black (0 to 1). The
concept is used extensively in visible spectrum image
analysis.

Hyperspectral imaging: the process of using a spectral im-
aging sensor to collect and process reflectance information
from the electromagnetic spectrum to obtain a spectral signa-
ture of each pixel in the image of the specimen. Hyperspectral
imaging typically assesses several hundred narrowwavebands
extending beyond the visible spectrum. The resulting spectral
signatures of healthy and diseased plant pixels vary in a spe-
cific way.

Identification (disease identification): the correct assign-
ment of the cause of symptoms of the plant disease (the dis-
ease name, and causal pathogen or condition). Compare to
detection.

Image analysis: the detection, identification, and quantifi-
cation of disease on specimens by extracting the appropriate
feature (see feature) or information from digital images using
a variety of image processing tools and techniques that allow
delineation and separation of diseased and healthy areas. Pixel
counts are most often converted to percentage areas.

Image preprocessing: the activities to enhance/prepare the
quality of digital images of specimens for further analysis.
This may include converting an image to binary or grayscale,
calibration, undistortion, or removing speculations.

Incidence (disease incidence): the proportion of spec-
imens diseased (regardless of the method) of the total
number of specimens assessed (in other branches of
science including medicine and entomology, this equates
to prevalence. See definition of prevalence as used in
plant pathology).

Infection index: see disease severity index.
Injury: damage caused to a plant or plant part by an agent

including herbivores, pathogens, chemicals, or unfavorable
environmental conditions.

Intensity (disease intensity): a general and broad term to
encompass the quantity of disease expressed as incidence,
prevalence, area diseased, density, or counts.

Inter-rater reliability: a statistical measure of consistency
of disease assessments across the same specimens between
raters. See also reproducibility.

Intra-rater reliability: a statistical measure of consistency
of disease estimates on the same specimens by the same rater
or measures of severity on the same specimens by the same
sensor or instrument. See also repeatability.

Just noticeable difference: also known as the difference
threshold. In psychometrics, the just noticeable difference
(JND) is the minimum level of stimulation that an individual
can visually detect 50% of the time. In phytopathometry, the
JND translates to the minimum difference in severity that can
be visually perceived between two specimens.

Lesion: a localized externally visible diseased area or
wound.

Light detection and ranging (LiDAR): in ground-based
LiDAR, a pulsed laser is sent to an object, and when com-
bined, they generate accurate 3D information regarding the
target object. LiDAR has been utilized as a tool in some plant
disease detection studies. LiDAR is also known as terrestrial
laser scanning (TLS).

Location shift: see constant bias.
Machine learning: application of artificial intelligence (AI)

algorithms that underpin the ability to learn characteristics of a
disease (or lesion) via extraction of features (see feature) from
a large dataset. Machine learning models are often based on
knowledge obtained from annotated training data (specimen
images previously assigned to a distinct class). Once the mod-
el is developed, it can be used to predict severity (specimen or
pixel value) on test data or unknown images (see artificial
intelligence and deep learning).

Mapping : a combinat ion of informat ion from
phytopathometry with geographic information, indicating the
spatial distribution of a disease.

Mathematical morphology: this type of technique, usually
applied to binary images, can simplify image data, eliminating
irrelevant structures while retaining the basic shapes of the
objects. All morphological operations are based on two basic
operators, dilation and erosion (dilation is a process of adding
pixels to the boundaries of objects in an image, while erosion
is the process of removing pixels on object edges).

Measurement: the area, size, length, or amount of a variable
(in this case disease on a specimen), as established by mea-
suring the characteristics or severity using a device
(nonhuman) or sensor. If a rater were to use a ruler to measure
a symptom, it would be considered a measurement (compare
to estimate).

Multispectral imaging: the sensor-based collections and
processing of reflectance information from several wavebands
of the electromagnetic spectrum. Typically, up to 10
wavebands in the visible range or near infrared range are
assessed as data for disease detection.

Multi-temporal assessment: repeated, noninvasive
(nondestructive) assessment of a specimen/object over a spe-
cific time period (daily, weekly, monthly) to monitor disease
progress or disease dynamics.
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Necrosis: the death of cells or tissue that results in darken-
ing of the tissue to black or brown that may be typical of some
disease symptoms. Also, see chlorosis.

Nominal scale: a measure of the quantity of disease based
solely on a qualitative label (e.g., no disease “−,” a little dis-
ease “+,” moderate disease “++,” severe disease “+++”).

Nondestructive sampling: a method of collecting informa-
tion whereby the sampling unit is not removed from the pop-
ulation, also called noninvasive sampling.

Ordinal scale: the quantity of disease based on a rank-
ordered series of values (e.g., 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, where 4 is the most
diseased state), defined qualitatively or quantitatively.

Pathometry (plant pathometry): see phytopathometry.
Phytopathometry: the branch of plant pathology, tradition-

ally studied as part of plant disease epidemiology, tasked with
the science of plant disease measurement.

Plant phenotyping: the quantitative assessment of plant
traits, in this case disease intensity. Recently, digital pheno-
typing is a synonym for the use of sensors, robotics, machine
learning, and artificial intelligence. Plant phenotyping links
plant pathology with plant breeding in the genomics era.

Precision: statistically a measure of the variability of esti-
mates or measurements of disease on the same specimens
obtained by different raters or instruments. However, in mea-
surement science, precision is not just a measure of variability
when considering reliability or accuracy. Reliability and ac-
curacy also account for the concordance between the estimates
and measurements as well as the variability.

Prevalence (disease prevalence): the proportion or number
of fields or geographic units (municipalities, counties, etc.)
where the disease has been detected (on at least one
specimen).

Proximal sensing: optical information of a crop specimen
obtained under controlled conditions, without physical contact
with the specimen but at relatively close distances, often in the
greenhouse or laboratory. Scales considered are plant, leaf, or
cell; a disease or pathogen signs (spores, mycelia, etc.) may
also be detected. Proximal sensing may be noninvasive or
semi-invasive.

Psychophysics: the branch of psychology that deals with
the relationships between physical stimuli and mental phe-
nomena, in this case the perception of plant disease and esti-
mation of the quantity, usually in relative terms (percent area
affected), present on a specimen.

Qualitative ordinal scale: a scale where each class in the
ranked order is defined by a qualitative description of progres-
sively more advanced symptoms of disease.

Quantitative ordinal scale: a scale where each class in the
ranked order is defined by a numeric, increasing sequential
range (usually on the percentage scale) indicating more in-
tense disease symptoms based on the relative area diseased.

Rater: an individual who assesses disease. See also
assessor.

Rating scale: description in words or numbers of disease
classes used in scoring plant parts, plants, plots, or fields (usu-
ally ranging from no disease to completely diseased).

Rating: the estimate or measurement of disease severity on
a particular specimen. An appropriate disease class, value, or
code number assigned to each sampling unit in a sample pop-
ulation to indicate the quantity of disease.

Ratio scale: a numeric scale used to rate severity of disease
on a specimen and is characterized by equal-sized intervals
and a defined zero. The percentage scale is an example of a
ratio scale.

Red–green–blue (RGB) color space: additive color model
in which red, green, and blue are added together to reproduce
a wide range of colors. This representation is used in most
visible spectrum sensors.

Reflectance: the proportion of the incident light in the elec-
tromagnetic spectrum reflected by an object per wave band.

Relative error: the absolute error (see definition) divided
by the actual measurement. May be presented as a percentage
(where it is called the percentage error).

Reliability: the extent to which the same estimates or mea-
surements of diseased specimens obtained under different
conditions yield similar results. See also inter-rater reliability,
intra-rater reliability, repeatability, and reproducibility.

Remote sensing: optical information of an object obtained
in the field or landscape, in a noninvasive manner, without
contact with the sampling units using a sensor (which could be
the human eye or an artificial spectral sensor).

Repeatability: see intra-rater reliability.
Reproducibility: see inter-rater reliability.
Resistance class: description of susceptibility based on in-

tensity of development of disease symptoms in different ge-
notypes or under different environments in a plant species.
Terms are typically “susceptible,” “moderately susceptible,”
“moderately resistant,” and “resistant,” or variations thereon.
May be derived from a scale where particular classes are
grouped accordingly or applied directly.

Sample unit: the individual (e.g., a leaf or whole plant)
member of a defined population (e.g., plant, field, region) that
is assessed for disease. In all cases, it must be defined in any
study. A certain number of sample units will comprise the
sample size, which must also be defined.

Sample: in plant disease assessment, a sample is a set of
units (e.g., leaves, fruit, plants) collected or selected from a
population by a defined procedure.

Sampling protocol: an operational description of how sam-
pling units will be selected from a population.

Scale shift: see systematic bias.
Scale: one of a number of methods to quantify disease

(nominal, ordinal, and ratio scales). May also be the physical
level of assessment from cell to leaf to plant to canopy and
distance from object to sensor (see remote sensing/proximal
sensing).
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Scoring: see assessment.
Segmentation: the process of partitioning a digital image of

a diseased specimen into multiple segments of similarity or
classes (based on sets of pixels with common characteristics
of hue, saturation, and intensity) either automatically or man-
ually. In the latter case, the human-powered task is also called
image annotation in the context of training AI algorithms. For
example, the process may include the background, leaf spec-
imen, and diseased area on the leaf specimen. When per-
formed at the pixel level, the process is referred to as semantic
segmentation. Also, see thresholding and classes.

Sensitivity: also called the true positive rate, measures the
proportion of positives (e.g., diseased) that are correctly iden-
tified. Used as a statistical measure of the performance of a
binary classification test. Also known as recall or probability
of detection in machine learning. Compare to specificity.

Sensor data fusion: combination of data from different sen-
sor types to accurately assess diseases on plants (e.g., geomet-
ric and reflectance sensors).

Severity (disease severity): degree to which a specimen
(plant, plant part, or plot) is diseased. Severity may be de-
scribed quantitatively on a scale (for example, lesion length
in mm, or lesion area in mm2), or as a proportion of the unit
area diseased (commonly a percentage), or as the number of
lesions present, or as a ranked numeric order (i) based on
in terva ls of the percentage sca le , or ( i i ) based
on descriptions of symptoms in a progression from mild to
severe (as applicable for many systemic diseases). This defi-
nition differs from most prior definitions that described sever-
ity purely on the basis of relative area diseased—many plant
diseases show degrees of severity without an easily defined
area affected (e.g., many systemic diseases), hence the revised
broader definition.

Sign: an indication of disease from direct observation of a
pathogen, its parts (e.g., mycelia of powdery mildews on the
leaf surface), or sensorial abnormality (e.g., softness, smell).
Also, see symptom.

Specificity: also called the true negative rate, measures the
proportion of negatives (e.g., non-diseased) that are correctly
identified as such. Used as a statistical measure of the perfor-
mance of a binary classification test, commonly used in re-
mote sensing. Compare to sensitivity.

Specimen: a unit of assessment in a sample (usually a leaf,
fruit, stem, root, flower or plant, or other plant part).
Exceptionally, a plot or field. Also, see sample unit.

Spectral signature: reflectance intensities over the electro-
magnetic spectrum which are characteristic for a specific dis-
ease or developing stage of disease.

Standard area diagram set: a generic term for a pic-
torial or graphic representation (drawing or true-color
photo) of selected disease severities on plants or plant
parts (leaves, fruit, flowers, etc.) generally used as an
aid for more accurate visual estimation (on the

percentage scale) or classification (using an ordinal
scale) of severity on a specimen. Standard area diagram
sets, commonly abbreviated to SADs, are usually pre-
sented as a set of diagrams for interpolation using the
percentage scale. See diagrammatic scale and disease
diagram.

Supervised learning: a machine learning model, based on a
known labeled training dataset that is able to predict a class
label (classification) or numeric value (regression) for new
unknown data (see also unsupervised learning).

Survey: a process of determining the prevalence, incidence,
or severity of a disease in an operationally defined population
with sampling units selected to represent the spatial scale of
interest.

Symptom: an indication of disease by the reaction of the
host, e.g., canker, leaf spot, scab, and wilt (also, see the defi-
nition of “sign” for other diseases that may manifest through
pathogen structures without inducing symptoms in the host).

Systematic bias: the overestimation or underestimation of
disease severity is dependent on the magnitude of the actual
value.

Thresholding: the simplest method of segmenting an image
and analyzing sensor data. The process of creating a binary
differentiation of data or an image based on selecting a value
on the pixel intensity of the original specimen image to sepa-
rate the healthy and diseased tissue. Also, see segmentation.

Trait: genetically determined characteristic that can influ-
ence symptom expression in a characteristic way.

True value: see actual value.
Unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV): also known as an un-

manned aerial system (UAS) or drone is any aircraft that can
be controlled without a human pilot on board. The UAV is a
platform for optical or similar sensors with imaging capabili-
ties. UAVs are being increasingly explored in the context of
phytopathometry.

Unsupervised learning: structure and similarities of data
are clustered to reveal group affiliations in an unknown and
new dataset. The ground truth or the true group annotation is
unknown during clustering (see also supervised learning).

Virtual lesion: a fraction of the leaf, usually green and
surrounding a visible lesion, where photosynthesis is null.

Visible (VIS) spectrum: it is the portion of the electromag-
netic spectrum that is visible to the human eye, corresponding
to wavelengths between 380 and 750 nm.

Visual assessment: the process of estimating disease
severity and incidence based on eyesight, perception,
classification, and approximation of disease severity on
a plant specimen(s).
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